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Welcome to Issue #2 of the
Disaffiliation Information Newsletter

I trust that you found the first issue informative and educational. You may have
found some of the linked content to be shocking and offensive. I should have
included a disclaimer or warning with the Western Pennsylvania and Brooklyn
links. I apologize for the oversight and ask your forgiveness if you were offended.

I didn’t receive any comments or questions from the first newsletter other than a
“Thank you” from some folks at church for providing the information. I have heard
that there is some confusion about the terminology and group labels around
doctrine and practice, and confusion about why Traditionalists are the ones
choosing to leave the UMC. I include here a couple of links that give more clear and
in-depth explanations than I have been able to express. Also, the October CSUMC
Newsletter will contain an article from Pastor Brian that provide definitions and
explanations of terminology that we are hearing and using, and an article from Gail
Conners that simplifies and clarifies the choices and results related to disaffiliation.

Here is a video from a pastor about why Traditionalists are leaving:
(225) Why are Traditionalists leaving, not Progressives - YouTube

I think we have a pretty good understanding about what Traditionalists
believe. Here are a couple of articles that tell about what Centrists and Progressives
believe:
Help Us Better Understand Centrists and Progressives - Mainstream UMC 

Denomination-Update_Additional-Refereces_Current-UMC-Beliefs-Practices.pdf
(trinityonthehill.net)

Here is a chart and information from a survey that the UM News did a few years
ago about the relative sizes of the theological groups (Traditionalist, Centrist,
Progressive, Undecided)
What do United Methodists really believe? (umnews.org)

And finally, here is a presentation from Adam Hamilton that helps explain a
Centrist perspective on remaining with the UMC:
(225) Why We Are Staying in the UMC | Rev. Adam Hamilton | May 17, 2022 -
YouTube

I hope this information helps clarify some of the issues that are prompting UM
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churches all over the world to discern if a change in denominational affiliation is
warranted. In the next issue of this newsletter, I plan to document some of the
discrepancies between UM doctrine and UM practice – primarily by our bishops,
and especially since 2019 – that calls into question the governability and future
viability of the UMC.

Blessings,
David Hamilton
dhhamilton@live.com
607-749-9704
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